DMWS-Drainage Mesh Wells System
ECO-MESH
Water Solution

Aquifer Recharge and Aquifer Storage and Recovery

Promote Stormwater Inﬁltration, Water Retention, Reduce Surface Runoff

Mitigation the probability of ﬂooding caused by heavy rain

DMWS-Drainage Mesh Wells System
Provide the most economical, simple solution
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The sidewall openings are high-density mesh design.
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DMW-Drainage Mesh Well-Sturcture
Contains:
# Stormwater Pretreatment ﬁltration facilities: rain gardens,
ﬂood ponds, separate islands and other ﬁltration systems.
# DMW-Drainage Mesh Wells : Generally, the sand layer,
rock layer and groundwater level information are obtained from
geological drilling by 5~30m.
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design and high

Mesh Well straight connector

Mesh Well sidewall is Anti-Clog and minimizes
soil entry without extra ﬁlter material, such as
non-woven fabric, gravel.
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DMW-Drainage Mesh Wells
Environmental and Human Beneﬁts
DMW-Draianage
Mesh Wells can be used to Reduce the
Stormwater
Drainage
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Well of ﬂooding caused by heavy rains and reduce the
adverse eﬀects of stormwater runoﬀ on streams and rivers.
Capturing urban stormwater prevents the runoﬀ from
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DMW-Drainage Mesh Wells can also be used to return
water to aquifers: a single Stormwater Drainage Well can
transmit typically aim for produc on and injec on rates from
800 to 15000 liters per hour . This ability to recharge local
groundwater
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help increase
water resource
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Stormwater Drainage Mesh Wells use has been limited in some
places by the concern that Stormwater Drainage Mesh Wells
could contaminate groundwater, including drinking water, by
reducing the distance contaminated stormwater must travel
through sediment in order to reach groundwater.
Surface soil and underground sediment remove contaminants by
acting as a natural ﬁlter, but Stormwater Drainage Wells allow
stormwater contaminants to bypass many underground layers.
Groundwater contamination has occurred in the past when
surface contaminant spills have entered Stormwater Drainage
Mesh Wells , or when substances have been illegally dumped into
open Stormwater Drainage MeshWells . However, groundwater
contamination is rare when Stormwater Drainage Mesh Wells
are used as intended and when appropriate precautions are
taken. Contamination risk can be reduced by using Stormwater
Drainage Wells at sites where spills are unlikely or installing
emergency shut-off valves to keep out contaminated water.
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Liquefaction Soil Improvement Wells System
Installation of vertical drains to allow the rapid dissipation
DMWS-Drainage Mesh Wells System
of excess pore pressures generated during earthquakes to
Promote stormwater inﬁltration to sustain groundwater for reservoirs
prevent liquefaction development, or desaturating
potentially liqueﬁable soil, by permanently lowering
groundwater or gas entrainment.
Stormwater
Generally Earthquake Drains can be installed up to
permeation
depths of about 25 m.
Detention

DMW-Drainage Mesh Well sidewall special
design, without gravel, and other non-woven
ﬁlter material, mesh pipe anti-blocking

liquefaction soil Layer
"Sandy soil" combined with "high groundwater level"
When a certain intensity of earthquake is shaken,
it causes the phenomenon that sand particles are
ﬂoating in the water.
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10 km stores up to 200 million M 3 of groundwater
DMWS-Economical & Simple Solution

Detention pond becomes underground reservoir
DMWS-Drainage Mesh Wells System
Provide the most economical and simple method

